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One needs strong shoulders to work at Wall Street because all that millions, billions, and various diverse
trillions are not just numbers and curves. All that trillions ups and downs and variously upsides downs and still
always more, are real.
So one needs to accept to be blind also because these various totally frenetic ups and downs, are various
megatons of various merchandises, billion liters of oil and other various products, that go “up” and “down”,
“right” and “left”, then and there, according to such or such trend but with no backup.
Each day globally, all the World, all our Future, all our values, all of us and of our families, are
frenetically bet, day after day and still the day before, just on one each day.
The logic that leads this leadership of the economic World are the mathematics of chaos. Shortening
quite a bit, our World is ruled by chaos and moreover what makes the energy of its chaotic motor is chaos also.
This wasn’t always the case, in the origins of action finance no one would have imagined the scale it
would take and, if the opinion of some may be stupidly dogmatically accrediting this functioning, it is
presumable that many of the best economists and financiers of the past would simply have been absolutely
outraged and deeply shocked by the current scale of none sense it has taken. We lost our values in the bet.
Indeed there is almost nothing clear or well founded that sustains tangibly the reason for such a chaos at
control.
If at Wall Street or in The City, or else, some are certainly more intelligent than average to keep some
control on all this, it should nevertheless be clear that indeed absolutely no one could be able to understand
what’s taking place and what is going on truly. There are simply much too many factors and much too many
actors with all together much too many different possible interests.
We created a chaos that we sustain each day incredibly riskily dangerously and this is this chaos that
“rules” the World… And if chaos rules… chaos wins… and with such power: necessarily.
So in the past we have had some dictators that wanted to force us the lead of any aspects of our own
lives. So it doesn’t look like dictatorship, right? Only we are under the domination and absolute dependence of a
“machine”, of a totally chaotic machine that is energized by chaos… And we are no longer able to rule our lives
ourselves. We have created this almost completely artificially without any much ideas than just this, after all, as
we didn’t have found else and as we never took time for… it was build brick after brick more and more chaotic.
Am I a communist, or an anarchist? Not at all. I’m a scientist that is concerned by our true interests. All
this various megatons of merchandises, up and down, and right and left, at such so tremendous various rates… is
chaos… is real bad chaos… Regulation is a response, but then perhaps the economists should work a bit some
day, because a proper and intelligent regulation would be absolutely great for the stability of the World… Only
that’s (much) harder if anything is.

